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vinca minor

dream: i was a ground cover, maybe vinca minor, and i had rhizomatic toes.

interpretation: wanting and having instead of thinking and making.

consequence: any edge is a precipice.

consequence: allergies now but purple accents come summer.

interpretation: as ground cover doesn’t really stand, so much as creep, and since a good
Lacanian must speak of the knot that is minor, then one must begin to worry, if not
openly rue.

background: i think i may have seen the journal Rhizome on my bookshelf yesterday.

background: vinca minor is one of those plants you have to decide whether it’s a helpful
friend or an invasive weed.

consequence: ground and abound no longer rhyme.

interpretation: lack of a proper object.

background: i hate purple.

interpretation: if the big toe had evolved as opposable instead of the thumb we’d be walking
on our hands.

consequence: none.

consequence: standing at a window i can’t see past the pane of glass. i know the glass is there
and beyond the window is a dusty garden, a see-saw, and a street (i can hear cars)
but i can’t see those things. all i can see is the clear clear glass.

consequence: i cannot not write periwinkle.

interpretation: stretching out underground is boring if you can’t see it, but somewhat
satisfying if you are it.

interpretation: it’s not surprising i had trouble in elementary school with its rows of empty
faces and shadowless lights and wire mesh in the windows and the only color was
the faded cut-outs of red apples in green ivy around the ashy-white blackboard.

consequence: i bring up excitement for contrast.
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Poem beginning with a line from Wallace Stevens

The morning deluged still by night.

Dark and wet from a nightmare's rain

the sun can never burn through.

Many nights but only one turns to day.

The chest pumps and pounds the eyes open

lest we see ourselves in the dark.

Stretches and yawns are vestigial howls.

Hello kindred moon - naked and alone like me

half out of circulation, half in the black mist.

The self relies on memory's detachment -

a defensive goodness anxiously shared;

a hope that could unburn trees.
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Poem beginning with a line from Julia Kristeva

The problem is the path, strewn with traps.

Fantasy becomes judgment -

a singular situation clothed as trigger, as a gateway

you can wish for but never imagine.

Witness separate from privilege is you

as seen, seeming to intervene.

Perhaps later when fathers stop

pretending they're dead

we can gift awhile

like moss

gifts a stone

when a gift not only transfers, but conveys.

Not malady, just banality

sharp around the edges.

The self is, by definition, selfish.

A painter reddens the boundaries -

a symptom of civilization

ciphered by.
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Poem beginning with a line from Djuna Barnes

His heart was beating high up into his neck.

The body a striated beryl so pretty and marked

like a bad narration you can see but not feel.

Worry is upside down mollify.

This is a lower way of looking at it.

Insufficient to assuage a body,

his heart with an unused empathy slot

points up an essence nonetheless.
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Poem beginning with two lines from the Bible

And the tongue is a fire.

It sets on fire the cycle of nature.

Vocabulary flung up from mouths

to rejoin the flock. An impossible.

The mouth pants

panting after

running around

never catching

on to anything but

beckons a reckoning.

The mouth speaks

what the ears hate to hear.

Injurious.

Let evanescence of the word

point back to the tongue

in opposition to itself.
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Van Gogh Talks*

when blue appears in upper left hand

how “to visit again” is known as repeating

to what is blue squared leg offered as left foot kicking

visit east will it reach it spans will it reach is it safe

again to extend to walk who said walk how can we assume it

is wanting to travel why don’t we just travel with our eyes

knowing there's time to go back or look at next piece

as it slopes down although thicker than blue offering

repeating squared this block this block-out blue either a fence or a path

* Each stanza is an acrostic. The first line is repeated by reading the first word of each line.
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how commitment to repetition is default construction

commitment taking the buying to the middle a long way

to go to the middle where more will be explained by

repetition if wander to all quadrants assume path make it path or never get there

is me speaking to you could read this to myself could write this without you

(default) since you’re here go keep going the blue block taking us to the middle

construction treats that line as shadow as block a different kind of block
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how simple sentences say it over and over

simple to believe speed covers loss

sentences we finish or get tired can rest stop come back

say it would be different when this flip now first real interest

it is curious to see how the living stay to stay and observe

over generations if equipment is sensitive enough

and durable enough and has the “patient determination” for use of it

over and over of course not really the flip following the flip but the offering
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how maybe just delaying repeats the way ahead

maybe (can be seen now) angry face or perhaps seductive eye

just can’t tell the difference both are appealing to point of wanting to see higher

delaying (northward?) what would be done with that space and look how typical

repeats past boundary to the imagination when have all this in front of me

the black on white offering eye not so different from almond

way ahead better relax can’t let every white disturb my wanting to be there

ahead not to texture but touch comparing finger tip ridges with ridges of green and
blue
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how copies of copies seem to restore lost rhythms

copies that never know what it is I do and may never do

of representations true to what’s there don’t remember the dimensions

copies of the name of the naming finding myself away from project again

seem justified went all the way there only to find what was here

to that unnamed process or project with even more concentration

restore (says he) plan to take a “middle” line across the top equidistantly

lost from northern boundary to the southern green edge of this upper dark blue

rhythms from out of the dark blue so inadequate the wind is clear
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how saying is an already said

saying forming declaring or describing

is so clear now building blocks not atoms nor powder

an almost wind movement is the thing

already (change as comfort?) accepting it and so

said on to the smoking clouds seen as taking to instead of away


